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(54) Information providing apparatus linking map and personal information by means of post
code

(57) An information providing apparatus which can
easily obtain information on a displayed location
includes an address book storing portion (76) storing
personal information including a post code, a regional
post code storing portion (64) storing a map image and
a post code related to a position of the map image, an
input/output portion (22) displaying a map image and
personal information and outputting the coordinates of

an indicated displayed location, and a central control
portion (50) connected to the address storing portion
(76), the regional post code storing portion (64) and the
input/output portion (22), finding a post code related to
a designated position on the map image, and displaying
personal information including the found post code on
the input/output portion (22).
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to information
providing apparatuses which can display maps and per-
sonal information. More particularly, the present inven-
tion relates to an information providing apparatus which
links a map and personal information by means of a
post code.

Description of the Background Art

[0002] One of conventional methods for displaying a
map in connection with a post code is a location search-
ing apparatus disclosed in Japanese Patent Laying-
Open No. 7-44100. In the location searching apparatus,
post codes are assigned to regions and zones, and the
map images of regions or zones corresponding to input
post codes are displayed.
[0003] In the conventional spot searching apparatus,
however, information regarding a location on the map
cannot be obtained.
[0004] In the conventional location searching appara-
tus, inputting a post code is necessary to display the
map of a location corresponding to personal informa-
tion. In order to display the map of a location corre-
sponding to personal information while multiple pieces
of information are referred to, it is necessary to repeat-
edly input and exchange post codes for the multiple
pieces of information. Thus, tiresome operation is
required.
[0005] It is advantageous if each map of a location
corresponding to personal information can be displayed
on a different display scale.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention was made to solve the
problems above, and its object is to provide an informa-
tion providing apparatus capable of easily obtaining
information on a displayed location.
[0007] Another object of the present invention is to
provide an information providing apparatus capable of
easily displaying the map of a location corresponding to
personal information while multiple pieces of personal
information are referred to.
[0008] Still another object of the present invention is
to provide an information providing apparatus capable
of displaying the map of a location corresponding per-
sonal information on a suitable display scale while mul-
tiple pieces of personal information are referred to.
[0009] An information providing apparatus according
to one aspect of the present invention includes an
address book storing portion storing personal informa-
tion including a post code, a regional post code storing

portion storing a map image and a post code related to
a position on the map image, an input/output portion
displaying a map image and personal information and
outputting the coordinates of an indicated displayed
location, and a central control portion connected to the
address book storing portion, the regional post code
storing portion and the input/output portion, finding a
post code related to a designated position on a map
image according to an output of the input/output portion,
and displaying personal information including the found
post code on the input/output portion.

[0010] When users indicate a position on the dis-
played map image, a post code corresponding to the
coordinates of the indicated position is found, and per-
sonal information including the found post code is dis-
played on the input/output portion. Therefore, the users
can easily obtain information on the displayed location.
[0011] An information providing apparatus according
to another aspect of the present invention includes an
address book storing portion storing personal informa-
tion including a post code, a regional post code storing
portion storing a map image and a post code related to
a position on the map image, an input/output portion
displaying a map image and personal information and
outputting the coordinates of an indicated displayed
location, and a central control portion connected to the
address book storing portion, the regional post code
storing portion and the input/output portion, extracting a
post code from a selected piece of personal information
among the personal information stored in the address
book storing portion, extracting a map image corre-
sponding to the extracted post code from the regional
post code storing portion, and displaying the map image
on the input/output portion.
[0012] Thus, a post code is extracted from a selected
piece of personal information, and a map image corre-
sponding to the post code is extracted and displayed on
the input/output portion. Therefore, users can easily
cause the map of a location corresponding to the per-
sonal information to be displayed while referring to mul-
tiple pieces of personal information.
[0013] Preferably, the personal information stored in
the address book storing portion further includes a dis-
play scale when a map image is to be displayed. The
central control portion includes a first control portion
connected to the address book storing portion, the
regional post code storing portion and the input/output
portion, extracting a post code and a display scale from
a selected piece of personal information among multiple
pieces of personal information stored in the address
book storing portion, extracting a map image corre-
sponding to the extracted post code from the regional
post code storing portion, and displaying the map image
on the input/output portion according to the display
scale.
[0014] Since a display scale is added to personal
information, a map image corresponding to the personal
information is displayed on the display scale. Therefore,
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a map image on a suitable display scale is displayed for
each piece of personal information.

[0015] An information providing method according to
still another aspect of the present invention is used in an
information providing apparatus, which includes an
address book storing portion storing personal informa-
tion including a post code, a regional post code storing
portion storing a map image and a post code related to
a position on the map image, and an input/output por-
tion displaying information and outputting the coordi-
nates of an indicated displayed location. The
information providing method includes the steps of dis-
playing a map image, finding a post code related to a
designated position on the map image, searching per-
sonal information including the found post code from the
address book storing portion, and displaying the
searched personal information on the input/output por-
tion.
[0016] When users indicate a position on the map
image displayed on the input/output portion, a post code
corresponding to the coordinates of the indicated posi-
tion is found, and personal information including the
found post code is displayed on the input/output portion.
Therefore, the users can easily obtain information on
the displayed location.
[0017] An information providing method according to
still another aspect of the present invention is used in an
information providing apparatus, which includes an
address book storing portion storing personal informa-
tion including a post code, a regional post code storing
portion storing a map image and a post code related to
a position on the map image, and an input/output por-
tion displaying a map image and personal information
and outputting the coordinates of an indicated displayed
location. The information providing method includes the
steps of displaying personal information, extracting a
post code from the displayed personal information and
reading a map image corresponding to the extracted
post code from the regional post code storing portion,
and displaying the read map image on the input/output
portion.
[0018] Thus, a post code is extracted from a selected
piece of personal information, and a map image corre-
sponding to the post code is extracted and displayed on
the input/output portion. Therefore, users can easily
cause the map of a location corresponding to the per-
sonal information to be displayed while referring to mul-
tiple pieces of personal information.
[0019] The foregoing and other objects, features,
aspects and advantages of the present invention will
become more apparent from the following detailed
description of the present invention when taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020]

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an information provid-
ing apparatus according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
Fig. 2 is a perspective exploded view of the struc-
ture of an input/output portion.
Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing the structure of
the information providing apparatus.
Fig. 4 is a first flow chart for describing an operation
of the information providing apparatus when an
application "Town Navi" is started.
Fig. 5 is a second flow chart for describing an oper-
ation of the information providing apparatus when
an application "Town Navi" is started.
Figs. 6A to 8B show an example of displayed
screens when an application "Town Navi" is started.
Fig. 9 is a first flow chart for describing an operation
of the information providing apparatus when an
application "Address Book" is started.
Fig. 10 is a second flow chart for describing an
operation of the information providing apparatus
when an application "Address Book" is started.
Figs. 11A to 12B show an example of displayed
screens when an application "Address Book" is
started.
Fig. 13 shows an example of a displayed screen
when an application "Town Navi" is started.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODI-
MENTS

[0021] An information providing apparatus according
to an embodiment of the present invention will be
described with reference to the figures.
[0022] Referring to Fig. 1, the information providing
apparatus includes an input/output portion 22, a cabinet
portion 20 having an infrared data communication por-
tion and a pen holder, not shown, and a cover portion 24
connected to the back surface of cabinet portion 20 by a
hinge and pivoted to cover input/output portion 22 to
protect the information providing device against dusts,
for example, while it is carried.
[0023] Referring to Fig. 2, input/output portion 22
includes a thin, matrix type liquid crystal display portion
32 which is capable of displaying characters, a transpar-
ent tablet 34 which is formed of two transparent sheets
of the same size sufficient to cover liquid crystal display
portion 32, and a film 36 which is parallel to one side of
liquid crystal display portion 32 and provided under
transparent tablet 34 and on which fixed keys for fre-
quently used functions are printed.
[0024] A back light of an EL (Electro Luminescence)
panel, for example, may be provided on the back sur-
face of liquid crystal display portion 32 as necessary.
[0025] The two transparent sheets of transparent tab-
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let 34 are provided with transparent electrodes which
are regularly arranged on the opposing surfaces of the
two transparent sheets. Small protruding spacers are
also regularly printed on each sheet to prevent contact
of the transparent electrodes in an ordinary state. When
a finger or a pen touches the liquid crystal tablet device,
a transparent electrode at this part is touched, and infor-
mation on its position is output. Thus, the position of an
indicated point can be identified. By comparing the con-
tents displayed on liquid crystal display portion 32 and
the positional information of transparent tablet 34, a
user-selected position in liquid crystal display portion 32
can be detected.

[0026] Referring to Fig. 3, the information providing
apparatus further includes a tablet control portion 42
which is connected to a plurality of transparent elec-
trodes provided on the transparent sheets of transpar-
ent tablet 34 and extracts information on a position
indicated by a finger or a pen, a common circuit 46 and
a segment circuit 48 which are connected to liquid crys-
tal display portion 32, a liquid crystal display circuit por-
tion 44 which stores a dot position to light the liquid
crystal as a bit map and displays an image by transmit-
ting a signal to common circuit 46 or segment circuit 48
as necessary, a central control portion 50 which con-
trols each portion of the information providing apparatus
according to various instructions, an RTC (Real Time
Clock) 52 which clocks time by a clock signal from an
oscillator, not shown, and outputs current date and time,
an ROM (Read Only Memory) 54, an RAM (Random
Access Memory) 72, and a power supply switch 96
which turns ON/OFF the power supply of the informa-
tion providing apparatus.
[0027] ROM 54 includes a font information area 56
which stores the fonts of characters displayed on liquid
crystal display portion 32, a program area 58 which
stores a program for an operation of central control por-
tion 50, a dictionary area 60 which stores a dictionary
used for character conversion, a coordinates informa-
tion area 62 which stores conversion information used
to convert coordinates detected in tablet control portion
42 to coordinates corresponding to a display position,
and a regional post code storing portion 64 which stores
a post code for each region.
[0028] Regional post code storing portion 64 includes
a positional information storing portion 66 which stores
positional information on a region, a post code storing
portion 68 which stores a post code for each region, and
a map image storing portion 70 which stores a map
image for each region.
[0029] RAM 72 includes a data storing portion 74
which stores various data of sentences and graphics,
for example, which are input through input/output por-
tion 22 by a user, an address book storing portion 76
which stores personal information, a map display scale
memory 92 which stores a display scale when a map
image is to be displayed, and a standard display scale
memory 94 which stores a display scale which serves

as a standard scaled when any display scale is not set.

[0030] Address book storing portion 76 includes a
name memory 78 which stores a personal name, a pro-
nunciation memory 80 which stores the pronunciation of
a personal name, a home TEL memory 82 which stores
a home telephone number, a cellular phone memory 84
which stores a cellular phone number, a home post
code memory 86 which stores a home post code, a
home address memory 88 which stores a home
address, and a corresponding display scale memory 90
which stores a display scale when a map around a
home is to be displayed. Besides, address book storing
portion 76 may store information such as a FAX number
and an e-mail address.
[0031] As described above, central control portion 50
operates according to a program stored in program area
58, and the program includes applications "Town Navi"
and "Address Book" described below.

[operation when an application "Town Navi" is started]

[0032] Referring to Figs. 4 to 8B, each portion of the
information providing apparatus operates as described
below.
[0033] When a user starts a map displaying applica-
tion "Town Navi," a map, a map selection button 102, a
zoom in/out button 104, and a menu button 106 as
shown in Fig. 6A are displayed on liquid crystal display
portion 32 (S1). The map displayed at this time is the
last map which was displayed when the same applica-
tion was operated last time, or the map which includes a
particular location if the location is indicated in advance.
The map image is displayed on a display scale which is
stored in map display scale memory 92.
[0034] Tablet control portion 42 waits till transparent
tablet 34 is touched by a pen (S2). When transparent
tablet 34 is pen-touched (YES, S2), central control por-
tion 50 reads the touched position (S3). Central control
portion 50 determines where the touched position
comes on liquid crystal display portion 32 (S4). If the
touched position is on map selection button 102 ("map
selection," S4), a map selection screen, not shown, is
displayed to show the map of a selected region (S5).
Thereafter, the process returns to S2.
[0035] If the pen-touched position is on zoom in/out
button 104 ("zoom in/out," S4), a screen, not shown, to
set a display scale is displayed to display again the map
on the set display scale. The set display scale is stored
in map display scale memory 92 (S6). Thereafter, the
process returns to S2. When a particular display scale
is not set, a map is displayed on a display scale stored
in standard display scale memory 94.
[0036] If the pen-touched position is on menu button
106, a menu 108 as shown in Fig. 6B is displayed (S7).
In menu 108, functions such as "delete," "cut," "copy,"
"paste" and "search" as well as a "post code search"
function to search the post code of a location desig-
nated on the map are selectably displayed.
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[0037] Central control portion 50 determines if the
function of "post code search" has been touched in
menu 108 (S8). If a function other than "post code
search" has been touched (NO, S8), processing accord-
ing to the function is carried out (S9) and the process
returns to S2.

[0038] If the "post code search" function has been
touched in menu 108 (YES, S8), the screen is switched
to the one as shown in Fig. 7A, and a positional indica-
tion message 112 "please touch the map" is displayed
(S10). Tablet control portion 42 waits till transparent tab-
let 34 is pen-touched (S11).
[0039] When transparent tablet 34 is pen-touched, the
touched position 116 is detected and the position is
informed to central control portion 50 (S12). Central
control portion 50 searches a position corresponding to
the touched position on the map from positional infor-
mation storing portion 66, and searches the post code
of the position (S13). Referring to Fig. 7B, central con-
trol portion 50 causes liquid crystal display portion 32 to
display a post code display window 122, which includes
the post code searched in S13, by liquid display circuit
portion 44 (S14). Post code display window 122
includes an address book search button 126 and an end
button 124. Tablet control portion 42 waits till transpar-
ent tablet 34 is pen-touched (S15).
[0040] When transparent tablet 34 is pen-touched
(YES, S15), the touched position is detected and
informed to central control portion 50 (S16). Central
control portion 50 determines where the position comes
on liquid crystal display portion 32 (S17). If the touched
position is on end button 124 (END, S17), post code dis-
play window 122 is closed and the process returns to
S2.
[0041] If the touched position is on address book
search button 126 ("address book search," S17), cen-
tral control portion 50 reads address book data from
address book storing portion 76 (S19). Central control
portion 50 searches personal information, which has
the same home post code as the post code searched in
S13, from the read address book data (S20, Fig. 5).
Central control portion 50 determines if appropriate per-
sonal information has been found as a result of search-
ing (S21). If the appropriate personal information has
not been found (NO, S21), an alert 132 which includes
a message "appropriate address book data has not
been found" is displayed on the map (S22) as shown in
Fig 8A. Thereafter, the process returns to S15.
[0042] If the appropriate personal information is found
(YES, S21), the appropriate personal information
(address book data) is read from address book storing
portion 76 (S23). Central control portion 50 stores the
display scale, which is set in S6 and stored in map dis-
play scale memory 92, in the position of display scale
memory 90 which corresponds to the read personal
information (S24). Referring to Fig. 8B, central control
portion 50 starts an application "Address Book" and dis-
plays the appropriate personal information on the dis-

play scale stored in map display scale memory 92
(S25).

[operation when an application "address book' is
started]

[0043] Referring to Figs. 9 to 13, each portion of the
information providing apparatus operates as described
below.
[0044] When a user starts an application "Address
Book," address book data as shown in Fig. 11A is dis-
played (S26). The screen of address book data includes
a new input button 142, a correct button 144, a category
button 146, and a menu button 148.
[0045] Tablet control portion 42 waits till transparent
tablet 34 is touched by a pen (S27). When transparent
tablet 34 is pen-touched (YES, S27), the touched posi-
tion is read and informed to central control portion 50
(S28). Central control portion 50 determines where the
touched position comes on liquid crystal display portion
32 (S29).
[0046] If the touched position is on new input button
142 ("new input," S29), a new input screen, not shown,
is displayed and the user can input new address book
data (S30). When input of new address book data ends,
the screen returns to the one shown in Fig. 11A, and the
process returns to S27.
[0047] If the touched position is on correct button 144
("correct," S29), the currently displayed address book
data becomes correctable (S31). When correction of
the address book data ends, the screen returns to the
one shown in Fig. 11A, and the process returns to S27.
[0048] If the touched position is on category button
146 ("category," S29), the displayed address book data
changes from the currently displayed "person (home)"
category to another category ("company list" category,
for example) corresponding to the touched button (S32).
Thereafter, the process returns to S27.
[0049] If the touched position is on menu button 148
("menu," S29), a menu 150 as shown in Fig. 11B is dis-
played (S33). In menu 150, functions such as "delete,"
"cut," "copy," "paste" and "search" as well as a "map
search" function to search a corresponding map image
from the post code of the currently displayed address
book data are selectably displayed. Central control por-
tion 50 determines if the function of "map search" in
menu 150 has been touched (S34). If a function other
than "map search" has been touched (NO, S34),
processing according to each function is carried out
(S35), and the process returns to S27.
[0050] If the function of "map search" has been
touched (YES, S34), a screen to indicate that search is
progressing as shown in Fig. 12A is displayed, and cen-
tral control portion 50 determines if post code data is
included in the currently displayed address book data
(S36). If post code data is not included (NO, S 36), cen-
tral control portion 50 reads a post code for each region
stored in regional post code storing portion 64 (S37).
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Central control portion 50 searches a post code corre-
sponding to a home address in address book data from
post codes for various region (S38).

[0051] If post code data is included in the address
book data (YES, S36) or after S38, the map image of a
region corresponding to the post code is searched from
map image storing portion 70 (S39, Fig. 10).
[0052] Central control portion 50 determines if a cor-
responding map image has been found as a result of
searching (S40). If the corresponding map image has
not been found (NO, S40), an alert 160 "appropriate
map data is not found" is displayed on the screen as
shown in Fig. 12B, and the process returns to S27.
[0053] If the corresponding map image is found (YES,
S40), the map image is read from map image storing
portion 70 (S42). Central control portion 50 determines
if a display scale has been set to the currently displayed
address book data (S43). The determination is based
on if a display scale corresponding to address book
data is stored in corresponding display scale memory
90.
[0054] If the display scale has not been set (NO, S43),
the value of standard display scale memory 94 is set to
map display scale memory 92 (S44). If the display scale
has been set (YES, S43), a display scale corresponding
to the address book data is read from corresponding
display scale memory 90 and set to map display scale
memory 92 (S45).
[0055] After S44 or S45, the map as shown in Fig. 13
is displayed on the display scale which is set to map dis-
play scale memory 92 (S46).
[0056] According to the information providing appara-
tus, designation of a desired spot from a displayed map
image causes personal information, which includes the
designated spot as its home address, to be automati-
cally searched and displayed using an existing post
code. Therefore, users can easily obtain personal infor-
mation related to the displayed map image.
[0057] Further, a relevant map image can easily be
displayed by means of the post code of a selected piece
of personal information. Therefore, users can cause a
desired map image to be displayed without tiresome
operation.
[0058] Further, a map image is displayed according to
a display scale for each piece of address book data
stored in display scale memory 90. Therefore, the map
image can be displayed on a suitable display scale for
each piece of address book data.
[0059] Although the present invention has been
described and illustrated in detail, it is dearly under-
stood that the same is by way of illustration and example
only and is not to be taken by way of limitation, the spirit
and scope of the present invention being limited only by
the terms of the appended claims.

Claims

1. An information providing apparatus, comprising:

an address book storing portion (76) storing
personal information including a post code;

a regional post code storing portion (64) stor-
ing a map image and a post code related to a
position on the map image;
an input/output portion (22) displaying a map
image and personal information and outputting
coordinates of an indicated displayed location;
and
a central control portion (50) connected to said
address book storing portion (76), said regional
post code storing portion (64) and said
input/output portion (22), finding a post code
related to a designated position on a map
image, and displaying personal information
including the found post code on said input/out-
put portion (22).

2. The information providing apparatus according to
claim 1, wherein

said central control portion (50) includes
a first control portion connected to said
regional post code storing portion (64) and said
input/output portion (22), and finding a post
code related to a designated position on a map
image based on an output of said input/output
portion (22), and
a second control portion connected to said first
control portion and said address book storing
portion (76), selecting one of personal informa-
tion including the found post code and a mes-
sage indicating that the personal information is
not found, and displaying the personal informa-
tion or the message on said input/output por-
tion (22).

3. The information providing apparatus according to
claim 1, further comprising:

a map display scale memory (92) storing a dis-
play scale when a map image is to be dis-
played, wherein
said central control portion (50) includes a first
control portion further connected to said map
display scale memory (92), displaying a map
image on the display scale stored in said map
display scale memory (92), finding a post code
related to a designated position on the map
image according to an output of said input/out-
put portion (22), and displaying personal infor-
mation including the found post code on said
input/output portion (22).

4. The information providing apparatus according to
claim 3, wherein

said first control portion includes
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a second control portion connected to said
regional post code storing portion (64), said
map display scale memory (92) and said
input/output portion (22), and displaying a map
image on the display scale stored in said map
display scale memory (92),

a third control portion connected to said
regional post code storing portion (64) and said
input/output portion (22), and finding a post
code related to a designated portion on the
map image according to an output from said
input/output portion (22), and
a fourth control portion connected to said third
control portion and said address book storing
portion (76), selecting one of personal informa-
tion including the found post code and a mes-
sage indicating that the personal information is
not found according to an output of said third
control portion, and displaying the personal
information or the message on said input/out-
put portion (22).

5. An information providing apparatus, comprising:

an address book storing portion (76) storing
personal information including a post code;
a regional post code storing portion (64) stor-
ing a map image and a post code related to a
position on the map image;
an input/output portion (22) displaying a map
image and personal information and outputting
coordinates of an indicated displayed location;
and
a central control portion (50) connected to said
address book storing portion (76), said regional
post code storing portion (64) and said
input/output portion (22), extracting a post code
from a selected piece of personal information
among the personal information stored in said
address book storing portion (76), extracting a
map image corresponding to the extracted post
code from said regional post code storing por-
tion (64), and displaying the map image on said
input/output portion (50).

6. The information providing apparatus according to
claim 5, wherein

the personal information stored in said address
book storing portion (76) further includes an
address, and
said central control portion (50) includes
a post code presence determining portion con-
nected to said address book storing portion
(76), and determining if a post code has been
set to a selected piece of personal information
among the personal information stored in said
address book storing portion (76),

a post code selecting portion connected to said
post code presence determining portion, said
address book storing portion (76) and said
regional post code storing portion (64), and
selecting one of a post code included in said
selected piece of personal information and a
post code, stored in said regional post code
storing portion (64), that is related to an
address included in said selected piece of per-
sonal information, and

a map image displaying portion connected to
said post code selecting portion, said regional
post code storing portion (64) and said
input/output portion (22), extracting a map
image corresponding to the post code selected
by said post code selecting portion from said
regional post code storing portion (64), and dis-
playing the map image on said input/output
portion (22).

7. The information providing apparatus according to
claim 5, wherein

the personal information stored in said address
book storing portion (76) further includes a dis-
play scale when a map image is to be dis-
played, and
said central control portion (50) includes a first
control portion connected to said address book
storing portion (76), said regional post code
storing portion (64) and said input/output por-
tion (22), extracting a post code and a display
scale from a selected piece of personal infor-
mation among the personal information stored
in said address book storing portion (76),
extracting a map image corresponding to the
extracted post code from said regional post
code storing portion (64), and displaying the
map image on said input/output portion (22)
according to said display scale.

8. The information providing apparatus according to
claim 7, further comprising:

a standard display scale memory (94) storing a
predetermined display scale, wherein
said first control portion includes
a display scale presence determining portion
connected to said address book storing portion
(76), and determining if a display scale has
been set to a selected piece of personal infor-
mation among the personal information stored
in said address book storing portion (76),
a display scale selecting portion connected to
said display scale presence determining por-
tion, said address book storing portion (76),
said regional post code storing portion (64) and
said input/output portion (22), and selecting a
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display scale from said selected piece of per-
sonal information or said standard display
scale memory (94) according to an output of
said display scale presence determining por-
tion, and

a display control portion connected to said dis-
play scale selecting portion, said address book
storing portion (76), said regional post code
storing portion (64) and said input/output por-
tion (22), extracting a post code from a
selected piece of personal information among
the personal information stored in said address
book storing portion (76), extracting a map
image corresponding to the extracted post
code from said regional post code storing por-
tion (64), and displaying the map image on said
input/output portion (22) according to said dis-
play scale selected by said display scale
selecting portion.

9. The information providing apparatus according to
claim 7, wherein

the personal information stored in said address
book storing portion (76) further includes an
address, and
said first control portion includes
a post code presence determining portion con-
nected to said address book storing portion
(76), and determining if a post code has been
included in a selected piece of personal infor-
mation among the personal information stored
in said address book storing portion (76),
a post code selecting portion connected to said
post code presence determining portion, said
address book storing portion (76) and said
regional post code storing portion (64), and
selecting one of a post code included in said
selected piece of personal information and a
post code, stored in said regional post code
storing portion (64), that is related to an
address included in said selected piece of per-
sonal information, and
a first display control portion connected to said
post code selecting portion, said regional post
code storing portion (64) and said input/output
portion (22), extracting a map image corre-
sponding to the post code selected by said post
code selecting portion from said regional post
code storing portion (64), extracting a display
scale from the selected piece of personal infor-
mation among the personal information stored
in said address book storing portion (76), and
displaying said extracted map image on said
extracted display scale.

10. The information providing apparatus according to
claim 9, further comprising:

a standard display scale memory (94) storing a
predetermined display scale, wherein

said first display scale control portion includes
a display scale presence determining portion
connected to said address book storing portion
(76), and determining if a display scale has
been set to said selected piece of personal
information among the personal information
stored in said address book storing portion
(76),
a display scale selecting portion connected to
said display scale presence determining por-
tion, said address book storing portion (76),
said regional post code storing portion (64) and
said input/output portion (22), and selecting a
display scale from said selected piece of per-
sonal information or said standard display
scale memory (94) according to an output of
said display scale presence determing portion,
and
a second display control portion connected to
said display scale selecting portion, said
address book storing portion (76), said regional
post code storing portion (64) and said
input/output portion (22), extracting said map
image corresponding to said post code
selected by said post code selecting portion,
among the personal information stored in said
address book storing portion (76), from said
regional post code storing portion (64), and dis-
playing the map image on said input/output
portion (22) according to said display scale
selected by said display scale selecting por-
tion.

11. An information providing method used in an infor-
mation providing apparatus including

an address book storing portion (76) storing
personal information including a post code,
a regional post code storing portion (64) stor-
ing a map image and a post code related to a
position on the map image, and
an input/output portion (22) displaying informa-
tion and outputting coordinates of an indicated
displayed location, comprising the steps of:
displaying a map image (S1);
finding a post code related to a designated
position on a map image (S13);
searching personal information including said
found post code from said address book stor-
ing portion (76) (S20); and
displaying said searched personal information
on said input/output portion (22) (S25).

12. The information providing method according to
claim 11, further comprising:
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displaying a message indicating that the per-
sonal information has not been found if said
personal information including said found post
code has not been found (S22).

13. The information providing method according to
claim 11, wherein

said information providing apparatus further
includes a map display scale memory (92) stor-
ing a display scale when a map image is to be
displayed, and
said step of displaying a map image (S1)
includes a step of displaying said map image
on said display scale stored in said display
scale memory (92) (S1).

14. The information providing method according to
claim 13, further comprising:

displaying a message indicating that the per-
sonal information has not been found if said
personal information including said found post
code has not been found (S22).

15. An information providing method used in an infor-
mation providing apparatus including

an address book storing portion (76) storing
personal information including a post code,
a regional post code storing portion (64) stor-
ing a map image and a post code related to a
position on the map image, and
an input/output portion (22) displaying a map
image and personal information and outputting
coordinates of an indicated displayed location,
comprising the steps of:
displaying personal information (S26);
extracting a post code from said displayed per-
sonal information and reading a map image
corresponding to the extracted post code from
said regional post code storing portion (64)
(S36 to S42); and
displaying said read map image (S43 to S46)
on said input/output portion (22).

16. The information providing method according to
claim 15, wherein

the personal information stored in said address
book storing portion (76) further includes an
address, and
said step of reading a map image from said
regional post code storing portion (64) (S36 to
S42) includes the steps of
determining if a post code has been set to said
displayed personal information (S36),
extracting a post code corresponding to an

address set to said displayed personal informa-
tion from said regional post code storing por-
tion (64) (S37 and S38) if a post code has not
been set to said personal information (NO,
S36), and

reading a corresponding map image from said
regional post code storing portion (64) based
on the post code set to said displayed personal
information or the post code extracted from
said regional post code storing portion (64)
(S39 to S42).

17. The information providing method according to
claim 15, wherein

the personal information stored in said address
book storing portion (76) further includes a dis-
play scale when a map image is to be dis-
played, and
said step of displaying said read map image on
said input/output portion (22) (S43 to S46)
includes the steps of
extracting a display scale from said displayed
personal information (S43 to S 45), and
displaying said read map image on said
input/output portion (22) according to said dis-
play scale (S46).

18. The information providing method according to
claim 17, wherein

said information providing apparatus further
includes a standard display scale memory (94)
storing a predetermined display scale, and
said step of extracting a display scale (S43 to
S45) includes the steps of
determining if a display scale has been set to
said displayed personal information (S43),
extracting said display scale from said dis-
played personal information (S45) if a display
scale has been set to said displayed personal
information (YES, S43), and
extracting a display scale from said standard
display scale memory (94) (S44) if a display
scale has not been set to said displayed per-
sonal information (NO, S43).

19. The information providing method according to
claim 17, wherein

the personal information stored in said address
book storing portion (76) further includes an
address, and
said step of reading a map image from said
regional post code storing portion (64) (S36 to
S42) includes the steps of
determining if a post code has been set to said
displayed personal information (S36),
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extracting a post code corresponding to an
address included in said displayed personal
information from said regional post code stor-
ing portion (64) (S37 and S38) if a post code
has not been set to said personal information
(NO, S36), and

reading a corresponding map image from said
regional post code storing portion (64) based
on the post code set to said displayed personal
information and the post code extracted from
said regional post code storing portion (64)
(S39 to S42).

20. The information providing method according to
claim 19, wherein

said information providing apparatus further
includes a standard display scale memory (94)
storing a predetermined display scale, and
said step of extracting a display scale (S43 to
S45) includes the steps of
determining if a display scale has been set to
said displayed personal information (S43),
extracting said display scale from said dis-
played personal information (S45) if a display
scale has been set to said displayed personal
information (YES, S43), and
extracting a display scale from said standard
display scale memory (94) (S44) if a display
scale has not been set to said displayed per-
sonal information (NO, S43).
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